# Seeking Experienced Part/Full-Time Farm Assistant

Equine Sustainable Farm * 52 acres * Delaware Twp., NJ

Are you the right person to join our company’s awesome, hardworking team? We need an experienced farm assistant who can work weekdays and weekends to help with equine work, and barn and farm maintenance. We offer paid training and steady employment in our professional, friendly, and stable company.

If you match up well with these skills and requirements, we’d love to hear from you!

**Horse Related Duties**
- clean stalls, stable, sheds, arena, and surrounding areas
- clean fields, water tubs and waterers
- feed horses
- handle horses, check and report on horse behaviors and health
- pick up items at feed store

**Horse Experience Required**
- at least one year of all-around caring for horses, including pasture and manure management
- at least one year of stall and arena maintenance
- knowledgeable in equine health

**Agricultural Duties**
- perform all around farm maintenance
- maintain drainage and footage areas
- check fences and gates
- clear fallen trees, replant if needed
- weed, prune, and remove invasive plants
- recycle and compost items as needed

**Agricultural Experience Preferred**
- at least one year of agricultural/farm experience
- small engine and electric power tool experience
- handyperson experience; knowledge of tools or basic carpentry
- knowledge of native plants and sustainable practices preferred, but will train

**Business Duties and Experience Needed**
- computer/data entry and analysis skills to input and analyze farm data

**Personal Qualities Needed**
- work well with management, take direction well
- willing to learn and be part of a dedicated team
- reliable, focused, diligent, efficient, resourceful
- detail-oriented, highly organized, analytical
- creative problem-solver
- project-driven, deadline oriented
- mature, honest, thoughtful, culturally informed
- energetic, hard working, positive attitude
- polite, kind, trustworthy, respectful of seniority
- thrives in a professional environment
- insists on keeping neat, clean workplace conditions

**Requirements**
- have a valid U.S. driver’s license
- own a vehicle
- provide prior employment referrals
- must be authorized to work in the U. S.
- able to lift 50 lbs.
- H.S. grad., some college preferred
- wear proper work shoes, attire

If you’re qualified and ready, please email: TimothyFescue@gmail.com